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Radio Rudder Steering in 
Vintage Boats
It’s not always possible  to accessing 
all sides of the water for free sailing.

So what is the 
solution?
In order to continue to use free-sailing 
methods we can replace the vane gear 
with a rudder servo and radio pot. This 
would be fi tted on an aluminum plate 
in place of the hatch cover. Since most 
vintage boats have hatch covers, this 
modifi cation can be effected without 
having to drill holes or modify the boat 
in any way. The servo can be linked to 
the rudder tiller, by a fi xed linkage on 
one side or lines with bowsies on both 
sides of the tiller. 

Trials have taken place and the 
idea works perfectly. Trials also have 
taken place by connecting lines to a 
vane gear via the tiller pin. Whilst the 
extended arm activated the rudder, not 
enough momentum could be achieved 
in light winds in order to get the vane to 
break tack. This would probably work 
with a moving carriage vane, but very 
few of this design are still used.
Graham Reeves

Radio rudder for 
modern boats
On Saturday the 14th of April we saw 
a demonstration of three classic Vane 
A Boats in action at the Rick Pond. 
Allan Oxlade and Graham Reeves both 
brought converted Vane ‘A’ boats and 
sailed them off against David Bell’s 
pure Vane A. Sails on all three boats 
were set as they would be in ordinary 
vane practice. We found that both radio 
assisted boats were able to hold good 
courses down the pond with judicious 
adjustments to the rudder, but that on 
several occasions the vane boat ran 
across to the bank as expected. 

In discussion afterwards Graham 
emphasised that adding radio rudder 
to a classic provided many more 
opportunities to sail these boats, 
particularly on restricted waters. 

However, we agreed that although 
adding radio rudder to modern vane 
boats might help to spread the free 
sailing sport by making it possible 
to practise on restricted waters, 
(taking the radio link off the boat in 
competition), but as Graham has told 
us, there are mechanical problems yet 
to be solved.
Charles Smith.

Graham Reeves tells us about a new idea for 
assisted free sailing in vintage boats.

With thanks to 
Graham Reeves who 
also took the pictures.
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